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BRP further strengthens corporate and
M&A practice
As of 1 January, BRP adds to its team the corporate and M&A specialist
Dr Felix Graulich, further strengthening the corporate practice at the
Stuttgart office. He joins BRP from Kuhn Carl Norden Baum, where he had
worked since 2012, and is the second partner moving from KCNB to BRP,
following Dr Roman Wexler-Uhlich in August 2019.
With the addition of Dr Felix Graulich, the firm is strengthening its advisory
expertise with a focus on succession planning for family businesses as well
as for start-ups and venture capital companies, particularly in the IT and
fintech sectors.
He advises on M&A transactions in medium-sized businesses, corporate
transformations and cross-border joint ventures. Dr Felix Graulich
predominantly advises family businesses as well as medium-sized and listed
companies on corporate law issues.
„We are incredibly pleased about the addition of Dr. Felix Graulich as a new
colleague,“ said Dr. Thomas Glöckle, Managing Partner at BRP, adding „Our
corporate and M&A team is thus growing to 23 people and we are decisively
advancing our growth plans. Especially the strengthening of corporate
law advice in the area of family businesses/succession and large estates/
foundations perfectly complements the existing practice.“
Dr Felix Graulich comments on his move: „I am looking forward to the
challenge of working in a broadly positioned, dynamically developing law
firm. I am particularly attracted by the good mixture between young and
very experienced colleagues as well as the exchange with other professional
specializations. I would like to use this experience to further expand my
business area in corporate law and M&A.“
BRP already expanded key advisory areas of the Stuttgart office in
December 2020 with the addition of insurance and compliance specialist
Dr Jürgen Bürkle.

Short profile BRP Renaud und Partner mbB
BRP was founded in 1977 and is a well- known German commercial law firm with
more than 60 attorneys, patent attorneys and tax advisors at the offices in Stuttgart and
Frankfurt am Main. The full-service law firm focuses on the comprehensive counseling
of medium-sized and large companies in all areas of commercial law. Our clients include
renowned national and international companies from various industries.
BRP has been awarded several times, most recently in 2016, as “Law Firm of the Year in
the Southwest” by the JUVE Verlag for legal information. In 2020, BRP was chosen by the
“azur” editorial team as one of the 100 top employers for young jurists in Germany and is
also one of the most attractive employers in the southwest region.
BRP is a member of the international legal network INTERLAW and thus
is closely networked worldwide with over 80 law firms in all relevant fields of law.
Therefore, top-class partners in all Industrial nations are available in international legal
matters. For further information: www.brp.de
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